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Astrocytes are no longer seen as a homogenous population of cells. In fact, recent studies indicate that astrocytes are morphologically and functionally diverse and play critical roles in neurodevelopmental diseases such as Rett syndrome and fragile X mental retardation. This review summarizes recent advances in astrocyte development, including the role of neural tube patterning in specification and developmental functions of astrocytes during synaptogenesis. We propose here that a precise understanding of astrocyte development is critical to defining heterogeneity and could lead advances in understanding and treating a variety of neuropsychiatric diseases.
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CNS development point to a role for astrocytes in the evolution of uniquely human traits such as cognition and further suggests that astrocytes likely play roles in neurological diseases. However, defining a role for astrocytes in developmental disorders has been hampered by a limited knowledge of how and when astrocytes develop, what they do, and the limited number of markers to identify and distinguish potentially heterogeneous astrocyte subtypes in animal models and in the human brain.

We propose here that a precise understanding of astrocyte development is critical to defining astrocyte heterogeneity. The functional complexity of the mammalian CNS is predicated on the ability to generate diverse cell types during development. This has been elegantly demonstrated for neurons, where cell-extrinsic development signals and cell-intrinsic signaling cascades pattern neuronal progenitors to generate diverse types of neurons with unique morphological, electrophysiological, and molecular properties (for reviews, see Edlund and Jessell 1999; Miller and Gauthier 2007).

Similar principles might apply to glial biology. Although there are few studies focused specifically on the role of astrocytes, recent work provides important examples of how a better understanding of astrocyte development can inform our knowledge of human neurological disease. As we discuss below ("Astrocyte Development and Function in Neurodevelopmental Diseases"), in at least two diseases of neurodevelopment [Rett syndrome and fragile X syndrome], a compelling case can be made for pathological dysfunction of astrocytes. Although the dysfunctional proteins in both cases were thought to be expressed solely in neurons, they were later shown to have specific roles in astrocytes. Such vignettes serve to suggest the potential for glial developmental biology to inform our understanding of neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disease.

However, determining roles for astrocytes during development and disease will require new experimental approaches that can further resolve the intimate relationship between neurons and glia in the maturing brain. It is fascinating to consider how much more might be discovered from an astrocyte perspective for diseases such as autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy, in which underlying mechanisms and genetic lesions are poorly understood. As we discuss below, the potential for advances is vast if new astrocyte markers, genetic tools, and insights into astrocyte development help to guide future research.

The purpose of this review is to summarize current concepts of astrocyte development in vivo, astrocyte function during development, and astrocytic contributions in several neurodevelopmental diseases. Roles for mature astrocytes (e.g., in synapse function and neurovascular modulation) (Stahl and Yancopoulos 1994; Bonni et al. 1997, Wang and Bordey 2008, Pfrieger 2009) re-
active astrocytes (e.g., after inflammation and injury) [Murphy et al. 1997; Sofroniew 2009], and astrocytes in adult-onset neurological disease [Barnabé-Heider et al. 2005; Allaman et al. 2011] are the topics of several excellent recent reviews and are not covered in detail here. In each of the following sections, we conclude with a list of outstanding questions and future directions for research that include recommendations from the National Institutes for Neurological Diseases and Stroke Workshop on Astrocyte Function in Health and Disease and National Institute for Mental Health [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-13-010.html].

Practical considerations in astrocyte biology, astrocyte diversity, and model systems

Astrocyte heterogeneity: morphologic diversity and beyond

Virchow first described glia as “nervenkitt” or nerve glue, implying a homogenous population of support cells with a mostly passive role [Somjen 1988]. Detailed morphological studies over the subsequent years revealed the first broad category of astrocyte heterogeneity based on location in the white versus gray matter. Fibrous astrocytes populate the white matter: They typically have regular contours and cylindrical processes, yielding the more classic “star-like” appearance, and have dense glial filaments that stain with the intermediate filament marker GFAP [glial fibrillary acidic protein]. Protoplasmic astrocytes populate the gray matter and have more irregular processes and few glial filaments [Vaughn and Pease 1967; Vaughn and Peters 1967; Bignami et al. 1972; Freeman 2010]. Protoplasmic astrocytes contact and sheathe synapses by extending thousands of thin processes, with typically only one or two in contact with blood vessels or CNS boundaries [Bushong et al. 2002, 2003; Reichenbach et al. 2010] Some have suggested that fibrous and protoplasmic astrocytes may be developmentally distinct [Fig. 1; Miller and Raff 1984; Nishiyama et al. 2009].

In addition, there are two types of specialized “radial” astroglia recognized in the CNS. Bergmann glia are found in the cerebellum, with cell bodies in the Purkinje cell layer and processes that extend into the granule cell layer and terminate at the pial surface. Muller cells are the primary glial cell in the retina and are oriented radially, spanning the photoreceptor layer to the inner retinal surface [Metea and Newman 2006; Parpura and Haydon 2009]. Both of these cell types are morphologically reminiscent of the radial glia cells present during CNS development. In fact, Bergmann glia serve an analogous function in helping to guide migrating granule cell precursors. However, in the adult CNS, the Bergmann and Muller glia are thought to functionally resemble protoplasmic astrocytes in that they associate with and enwrap synapses and may act to modulate synaptic function [Saijo et al. 2009; Reichenbach et al. 2010].

Evidence for developmental patterning of astrocytes and diversified astrocyte functions (“Emerging Concepts in Astrocyte Development: Specification and the Generation of Astrocyte Diversity” and “Astrocyte Function During Normal Development”) suggest more than just morphological differences. Indeed, regional astrocyte heterogeneity has long been postulated based on coculture experiments showing differential neurite outgrowth and other characteristics from neurons grown on astrocytes from different brain regions [Prochiantz et al. 1987; Barbin et al. 1988; Vangeison and Rempe 2009]. However, markers that can reliably identify subsets of astrocytes are only beginning to be described.

Limitations and caveats of currently available astrocyte markers

Developmental studies of neurons and oligodendrocytes in the past decade have relied on subtype and developmental stage-specific markers. In contrast, almost all studies of astrocyte development depend on GFAP expression, a marker of terminally differentiated astrocytes [Bignami et al. 1972; Allaman et al. 2011]. GFAP poorly

Figure 1. Astrocytes are morphologically heterogeneous. A protoplasmic astrocyte is shown in close connection with a neuron and a capillary, constituting the so-called “neurovascular unit” and highlighting the roles of astrocytes in developmental synaptogenesis and in modulating the BBB. [Right] A fibrous astrocyte is shown in a white matter tract, where it may interact with oligodendrocytes to promote myelination.
labels protoplasmic astrocytes and is expressed late in development of fibrous astrocytes (Table 1). It is also expressed in adult type B multipotent cells of the rodent subventricular zone (SVZ), obviating its use as a stage-specific marker, and is up-regulated in reactive astrocytes and cultured astrocytes, reflecting a state quite different from that of normal resting astrocytes.

A developmental approach to astrocytogenesis has identified new potential markers of astrocyte precursors, with some limitations. For example, the first indication of glial specification is marked by the induction of nuclear factor I A/B [NFIA/B] [Deneen et al. 2006; Agulhon et al. 2010, Hamilton and Attwell 2010] and GLAST [Shibata et al. 1997; Araque and Navarrete 2010] at embryonic day 11.5 [E11.5]. These markers continue to be expressed in astrocytes during precursor migration and are down-regulated in oligodendrocyte precursor populations [E13.5–E16.5], thus, they do not become truly astrocyte-specific until several days post-specification in the VZ. Other reported markers of astrocytes and/or their precursors include S100-β FGFR3 [Pringle et al. 2003; Ihrie and Alvarez-Buylla 2008], FABP7 [Owada et al. 1996; Wolburg et al. 2009], BLBP [Anthony et al. 2004; Reichenbach et al. 2010], and Sox9 [Stolt et al. 2003; Rakic 2007]. However, many of these markers are also expressed during neurogenic stages and thus do not exclusively mark astrocyte-committed VZ cells.

Expanding our knowledge of astrocyte markers, astrocyte heterogeneity, and how these may change during development will be critical to further advances. Recently, the application of gene expression profiling to purified astrocyte populations [Cahoy et al. 2008; Doyle et al. 2008; Fu et al. 2009; Rowitch and Kriegstein 2010] has revealed several potential new markers, such as the gene encoding the folate metabolic enzyme Aldh1L1 [Anthony and Heintz 2007; Cahoy et al. 2008; Ballas et al. 2009; Jacobs and Doering 2010]. Iterative use of such approaches may yield better methods for isolating and analyzing developing and mature astrocytes.

**Model systems for studying astrocytes**

Much of our understanding of astrogial biology derives from investigation of mammalian systems, yet there is a striking conservation of the neuron–glial interaction throughout the invertebrate and vertebrate species, suggesting that some features of this interaction can be modeled in invertebrate systems such as *Drosophila* [Arber and Caroni 1995; Freeman 2010]. Four morphologically distinct types of *Drosophila* glia have been described, some of which [cortex and neuropil glia] bear some superficial similarity to astrocytes [Freeman and Doherty 2006; Liauw et al. 2008; Edwards and Meinertzhagen 2010], which others seem more analogous to microglia [a mesodermal derivative in vertebrates].

### Table 1. Markers of astrocytes and their progenitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Expression onset</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Caveats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glast</td>
<td>mE11.5, cE5</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed in some oligodendrocyte precursors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI A/B</td>
<td>mE11.5, cE5–cE6</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed in oligodendrocyte precursors and mature motor neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABP7/BLBP</td>
<td>mE8–mE9, cE2</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed during neurogenic stages in radial glia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGFR3</td>
<td>mE9.5, cE3</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed during neurogenic stages in radial glia and oligodendrocyte precursors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sox9</td>
<td>mE9.5–E10, cE3–cE4</td>
<td>Early expression, subtype specificity</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclin/slit</td>
<td>cE4</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed by neurons, uncharacterized outside spinal cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AldhlL1</td>
<td>mE9.5</td>
<td>Early expression that persists in mature astrocytes, labels both fibrous and protoplasmic astrocytes</td>
<td>Incompletely characterized, expressed early in radial glia, (unclear whether these are fated to become astrocytes only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id3</td>
<td>mE14.5</td>
<td>Early expression</td>
<td>Also expressed in some oligodendrocyte precursors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldolase C</td>
<td>mE15</td>
<td>Antibody detects fibrous and protoplasmic astrocytes</td>
<td>Also expressed in pial and purkinje cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFAP</td>
<td>mE17.5–mE18.5</td>
<td>Robust, well-characterized marker of mature fibrous astrocytes and reactive astrocytes</td>
<td>Poorly labels protoplasmic astrocytes, turned on relatively late in development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S100β</td>
<td>mE15.5–mE16.5</td>
<td>Subtype specific? [preferentially labels endfeet near blood vessels and pia]</td>
<td>Also labels oligodendrocytes; turned on late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquaporin-4</td>
<td>mE18</td>
<td>Cell surface marker potentially useful for flow cytometry</td>
<td>Also in ependymal cells; white matter-restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44</td>
<td>E18.5–P0, cE10</td>
<td>Embryonic to early postnatal</td>
<td>Incompletely characterized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine synthetase</td>
<td>Embryonic to early postnatal</td>
<td>Expressed in fibrous and protoplasmic subtypes</td>
<td>Incompletely characterized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that onset of expression varies in different regions of the CNS, with marker detection generally sooner in spinal cord versus forebrain. See the text for details. (mE) Mouse embryonic day; (cE) chick embryonic day; (P) postnatal day.
Important advances in our general understanding of glial function have been elucidated in *Drosophila*. This includes the role of glia in the phagocytosis of neurons during development, including the discovery of genes like draper [Awasaki et al. 2006; MacDonald et al. 2006]. In other cases, conceptual paradigms of gliogenesis have been elucidated in invertebrate systems, such as the discovery in *Drosophila* of glial cells missing (gcm) a single gene that regulates the neuron–glia switch. Notably, the function of this gene is not conserved in vertebrate gliogenesis [in fact, its homolog is not expressed in the nervous system at all] [Kim et al. 1998]. Other model systems that could be used in the future to model aspects of vertebrate gliogenesis include *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Shaham 2006) and zebrafish [Grupp et al. 2010], which have already been exploited for new insights into oligodendrocyte biology.

However, the marked increase in the size and complexity of the nervous system has placed unique evolutionary pressures on glia as supporting players, perhaps accounting for the lack of conservation in glial specification genes such as gcm. Known astrocyte functions such as interstitial buffering become orders of magnitude more complex when systems of neurons fire in synchrony. As such, it is not surprising to find a marked increase in the ratio of glia to neurons in higher mammals [Pfrieger 2009] as well as the complexity of the glia themselves. In fact, morphological analyses suggest that human protoplasmic astrocytes are larger and extend 10-fold more processes than their rodent counterparts [Oberheim et al. 2009]. Thus, some roles of glia studied mainly in mouse models could be nonconserved or even more critical in primates and humans.

**Outstanding questions and future approaches**

Future advances in understanding how astrocytes contribute to diseases of neurodevelopment will rely heavily on the generation of new tools to study their development. As discussed above, a major limitation in the field is the lack of reliable markers. Once identified, relevant gene loci can be used to drive transgenes for fate mapping and functional analysis. Integration of recombines [cre, FLP, or ΨX174] would allow fate mapping to confirm specificity to the astrocyte lineage. Because many genes show dynamic expression during development, further refinement could involve adding inducibility [mutant estrogen receptor or TET on/off systems.] Such regulatory elements could be used to drive conditionally inducible genes affecting astrocyte function, as has been done with oligodendrocyte precursors [Kessaris et al. 2006]. The recent adaptation of optogenetic technologies to modulate astrocyte calcium signaling in vivo can be harnessed to achieve regional astrocyte dysfunction on a rapid and reversible scale [Gourine et al. 2010]. Conserved activity of astrocyte regulatory elements defined in model systems could be assessed in human-derived astrocytes in order to model human disease. Finally, new markers of astrocytes should be developed into reagents that can be robustly applied in human neuropathological tissue.

**Emerging concepts in astrocyte development: specification and the generation of astrocyte diversity**

The differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs) is a step-wise process that involves patterning, specification, migration, and terminal differentiation, often as part of a neural circuit. The concept of gliogenesis as homogenous throughout the CNS has undergone considerable evolution in recent years [Zhang and Barres 2010]. An alternate view is that patterning influences at play in early CNS development strongly influence later gliogenic phases. Local cell–cell interactions influencing astrocytogenesis could also help to generate astrocyte diversity. However, as reviewed below, much remains to be learned about the ways in which astrocytes might be molecularly diverse and the functional implications of such diversity.

**Regulation of astrocytogenesis by transcription factors**

Vertebrate oligodendrogenesis is regulated by the distinct developmental processes of (1) pattern formation, (2) inhibition of neurogenesis and maintenance of a stem cell pool, (3) proglial transcriptional programs that specify committed precursors and their self-renewal, and (4) other programs to regulate migration and terminal differentiation. How this might apply to astrocyte specification is discussed below.

**Neural tube pattern formation: Are astrocytes patterned?**

Neural tube patterning is the process by which cell-extrinsic patterning signals [Shh, BMP, and Wnts] are converted to cell-intrinsic differences in transcription factor expression. Patterning domains in the spinal cord [Jessell 2000] and forebrain [Sur and Rubenstein 2005] give rise to multiple classes of projection neurons and interneurons and thus have profound implications for the generation of neuronal diversity. The concept of patterning as a mechanism for generating astrocyte diversity has been recently reviewed [Rowitch 2004; Rowitch and Kriegstein 2010] and is briefly summarized below. See Figure 2 for more details.

Emerging data clearly support an instructive role for patterning in the generation of astrocytes. For example, our laboratory reported that a basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) code is required for the development of V2 interneurons and astrocyte specification within the p2 progenitor domain [Muroyama et al. 2005]. Further studies demonstrated a homeodomain code operating in ventral spinal cord white matter astrocytes whereby combinatorial expression of Pax6 and Nkx6.1 specifies three subtypes of ventral white matter astrocytes [termed VA1, VA2, and VA3], which can be identified in spinal cord white matter by graded expression of Reelin and Slit [Hochstim et al. 2008]. These astrocyte subtypes are organized into domains of the ventral white matter along the dorsal–ventral axis, which mirror the arrangement of their progenitors in the p1, p2, and p3 VZ domains.

It remains to be determined whether such astrocytic patterning is a generalized principle throughout the CNS and whether it holds true for protoplasmic astrocytes. Furthermore, the implications of such patterning leave
many questions to be addressed. For example, neurons and oligodendrocytes are known to migrate widely from their sites of origin in the neural tube. Does the same apply to astrocytes, or do they remain positionally related to their site of origin? What aspects of astrocyte diversity are determined by their site of origin versus their eventual location? Finally, what are the functional implications of such developmental diversity?

The switch from neuron to glial production  Differences in proliferation, differentiation, and/or migration could profoundly affect the local investment of astrocytes in the developing CNS. Multiple pathways that have been shown to play a role in gliogenesis may act by passively affecting the number of astrocytes by changing either the size of the progenitor pool or the timing of the neuron–glia switch. A classic example is the notch pathway (Louvi and Artavanis-Tsakonas 2006; Pierfelice et al. 2011), which affects progenitor number but, on balance, has never been definitively shown to promote astrocytogenesis in an instructive manner (Ross et al. 2003).

In addition to delta–notch, a variety of transcription factors have been described that might directly or indirectly regulate precursor pool size and thereby gliogenesis. One example of this is N-CoR, a nuclear receptor corepressor for multiple transcription factors, including the notch effector RBP-J [CBF-1] (Gaiano and Fishell 2002). It is highly expressed in NSC populations and is also associated with the repression of astrocytogenesis. NSC populations from N-CoR-deficient mice failed to proliferate in the presence of FGF2 and rapidly formed astrocytic colonies that expressed GFAP (Hermanson et al. 2002). This finding, together with precocious induction of GFAP, suggests that N-CoR represses astrogenesis in vivo. Part of the mechanism may involve forming a complex with the neuregulin receptor Erb4, which can then bind astrocytic genes and repress their expression (Sardi et al. 2006). This is an example of how processes that maintain NSC self-renewal inhibit the generation of astrocytes.

Conversely, the neurogenin (ngn1–3) family of bHLH transcription factors is an example of how proneurogenic factors may impede astrocytogenesis. Individual over-expression of either ngn1 [Sun et al. 2001] or ngn2 [Roybon et al. 2008] blocks astrocytogenesis in vitro. Deletion of ngn2 alone leads to an accumulation of radial glial-like progenitors in the VZ but no obvious increase in astrocytogenesis (Andersson et al. 2006; Kele et al. 2006; Galichet et al. 2008), perhaps due to compensatory up-regulation of the proneural gene Mash1 [Fode et al. 1998]. However, progenitors from Ngn2/Mash1 double-knockout embryos have an increased probability of astrocyte formation in culture [Nieto et al. 2001]. Thus, the data would seem to favor a role for proneural factors like neurogenins in inhibiting gliogenesis, in the case of Ngn1, by sequestering the CBP/p300/Smad1 complex away from glial-specific promoters (Sun et al. 2001).

Proglial programs: Sox9 and NIFA/B promote astrocytogenesis One of the main driving forces in the identification of new astrocyte markers during development has been the discovery of transcription factors that promote astrocytogenesis. The elucidation of other such factors will help to expand our understanding of astrocyte specification and generation and provide tools for manipulating astrocytes at different stages of development.

NFIA: NFI genes are a family of transcription factors that bind CAATT boxes and control the initiation of gliogenesis in the embryonic spinal cord and the differentiation of astrocytes later in gliogenesis. NFIA is induced at E11.5 in the VZ (Deneen et al. 2006). Gain-of-
function and loss-of-function manipulations in the embryonic chick spinal cord indicate that NFIA expression is necessary and sufficient for gliogenesis [Deneen et al. 2006]. Furthermore, misexpression studies yielded precocious induction of astrocyte precursor markers, indicating that it functions to instruct the astrocyte fate. An additional role of NFIA is to passively suppress neurogenesis via maintenance of Notch signaling via Hes genes [Kang et al. 2012]. Thus, Notch signaling coordinates the inhibition of neurogenesis and maintenance of the progenitor pool with processes that initiate gliogenesis.

Individual knockout of NFIA or NFIB in mice results in relatively mild defects in the expression of astrocyte precursor markers [das Neves et al. 1999; Shu et al. 2003; Steele-Perkins et al. 2005], likely due to compensation by the remaining NFI family members. However, analysis at later embryonic stages revealed a drastic decrease in the expression of GFAP in the embryonic brain and spinal cord, indicating that both these genes are necessary for astrocyte differentiation in vivo [das Neves et al. 1999; Steele-Perkins et al. 2005]. These findings are supported by several in vitro studies indicating that NFI genes directly regulate the expression of GFAP during astrocyte differentiation in various cell systems, including human and mouse neural progenitors [Cebolla and Vallejo 2006; Wilczynska et al. 2009]. In addition to direct regulation of GFAP, NFIA may potentiate STAT3 activation of GFAP in vitro by epigenetic mechanisms [Namihira et al. 2009]. This seems to occur in a Notch-dependent manner, thus providing a biochemical link between STAT3, NFIA, and Notch signaling and suggesting an active role for Notch during astrocytogenesis, at least in some cortical progenitor cultures.

Sox9: Sox9 is an HMG box transcription factor that is expressed in NSC populations in the embryonic spinal cord and developing retina. It is first detected in VZ precursors at E10.5, 1 d prior to induction of NFIA. Conditional knockout of Sox9 in the developing mouse spinal cord via nestin-cre [Stolt et al. 2003] led to an extended period of neurogenesis coupled with a significant delay in the onset of gliogenesis. There was eventual recovery of the oligodendrocyte pool but a reduction in the generation of astrocytes. Close inspection of the knockout mice indicates that Sox9 may be particularly important for gray matter (protoplasmic) astrocytes identified by staining with GLAST and glutamine synthetase, suggesting a possible role in astrocyte diversification.

The timing of Sox9 induction in the embryonic spinal cord suggests a possible regulatory role in gliogenesis but does not clarify whether such a role would be instructive or permissive. However, recent data demonstrate that Sox9 is required for the induction of NFIA and subsequent gliogenesis [Kang et al. 2012]. Using a combination of in vivo enhancer screening and gene manipulation in chicks and mice, Kang et al. [2012] showed that Sox9 directly regulates the induction of NFIA during the initiation of gliogenesis. Tests of epistasis in chicks revealed that Sox9 induction of NFIA is necessary for gliogenesis, and biochemical studies revealed that they physically associate and collaborate to regulate a set of genes that are specifically expressed in VZ populations after E11.5. A subset of these genes, Apcdd1 and Mmd2, perform key migratory and metabolic roles, respectively, during subsequent stages of astrogliogenesis. Thus, Sox9 and NFIA comprise a transcriptional cascade that controls the initiation of gliogenesis and later collaborate to execute multiple genetic programs that regulate the physiology of astroglial precursors.

Local environmental signals in astroocyte generation and diversification The IL-6 family of regulatory cytokines is a family of morphogens [Miller and Gauthier 2007] whose receptors bind to gp130, thereby activating the Jak/Stat pathway [Stahl and Yancopoulos 1994; Bonni et al. 1997]. Many early findings in cell culture are consistent with a model in which activation of CTNF/LIF receptors promote glial maturation [as assessed by GFAP expression] coincident with other signaling pathways that determine gliogenesis versus neurogenesis [Murphy et al. 1997].

A recent study implicates the cytokine cardiotrophin-1 (ct-1) as the in vivo ligand for the CTNF/LIF receptor. CT-1-deficient mice had 50%–80% decreases in GFAP expression in certain cortical regions perinatally [Barnabe-Heider et al. 2005]. In the forebrain, ct-1 is expressed in newborn neurons, and ablation of this neuron-derived CT-1 inhibited expression of GFAP in cultured cortical precursors. This suggests that CT-1 may be secreted from newborn neurons to promote subsequent astrogliogenesis, implicating cell–cell interactions in astrocytogenesis, although whether they direct specification or maturation cannot be determined, as these studies relied solely on expression of the late stage marker GFAP. It is unknown whether further signals in the astrocyte target environment could affect astrocyte maturation; for example, by directing final maturation into fibrous or protoplasmic astrocytes.

Postnatal astrocyte maturation

Although astrocyte proliferation and diversification are largely complete by early postnatal stages, the process of elaborating and refining astrocytic processes continues well into postnatal development and coincides with a period of active synaptogenesis in which astrocytes play a crucial part [Freeman 2010]. Data from dye-filling experiments suggest that protoplasmic astrocytic processes are initially filopodial and later develop spatially segregated nonoverlapping domains [Bushong et al. 2002, 2003]. Developmental changes in fibrous astrocytes are less well understood, but could, in principle, be studied using similar mechanisms. Mature astrocyte markers such as GFAP, Aquaporin-4, and S-100β are increasingly up-regulated during postnatal maturation. A better understanding of this stage of astrocyte development will be important for clarifying the role of astrocytes in postnatal synaptogenesis and understanding how defects in synaptogenesis underlie certain neurodevelopmental diseases [see below.]
Outstanding questions and future approaches

This section highlighted evidence for proastrocytic programs and a segmental template for astrocyte development, implying that heterogeneity is built into the system at an early stage and raising many further questions. For example, what are the combinatorial codes of transcription factors that determine astrocyte subtype identity? This problem is complex in execution, since, in contrast to neurons, which develop during an early embryonic first wave, astrocytes might derive additional signals from their neighboring neurons. Simple misspecification of pattern domains by gain-of-function or loss-of-function approaches, as has been widely applied for the analysis of neuron subtype specification, is therefore complicated with respect to gliogenesis. To circumvent this, new tools would be required to alter the transcriptional code specifically during the gliogenic phase while leaving first-wave neurogenesis intact.

What is the nature of astrocyte precursors? Do all astrocytes derive directly from radial glial progenitors in the VZ, or is there an additional stage of expansion that occurs through an “intermediate astrocyte precursor”? Another cell type that has been proposed for several decades is the putative glial-restricted precursor cell that gives rise to both astrocytes and oligodendrocytes [Raff et al. 1983; for review, see Rowitch and Kriegstein 2010]. Defining markers for astrocytes at early stages of development should yield a more definitive understanding of the nature and potential of astrocyte precursors.

It is also important to understand the signaling pathways that regulate the expansion and migration of astrocyte precursor populations. The density of astrocytes differs widely between different regions of the CNS. This may reflect the region-restricted expression of mitogenic cues or the cellular competence of certain populations of astrocytes to respond to such cues. For example, RAS signaling has been shown to regulate the proliferation of astrocyte precursor cells in region-specific ways [Yeh et al. 2009]. Such information is relevant to both astrocyte development and how dysregulation in these pathways could lead to glial neoplasms. In addition, how do astrocytes migrate during normal development? Do they travel along restricted radial trajectories, as indicated in some studies [Gray and Sanes 1991], or might they employ multimodal migration to invest various regions of the CNS, as suggested by numerous transplant experiments [Zhou et al. 1990; Jacobsen and Miller 2003]?

Finally, there is the question of how developmental heterogeneity relates to astrocyte functional heterogeneity. As detailed in the section below, astrocytes have diverse functions, many of which are brain region-specific. Ablating astrocytes from specific brain regions or identifying and deleting functional astrocyte genes that are expressed in a region-specific manner [such as extracellular matrix molecules, secreted signaling molecules, and so forth] would be important next steps. Ultimately, clarifying whether developmental astrocyte heterogeneity leads to diverse astrocyte functions will be critical to understanding how abnormalities in astrocyte development could lead to disease.

Astrocyte function during normal development

The notion that astrocytes are important for brain function is certainly no longer novel. In the adult brain, it is well accepted that astrocytes influence multiple aspects of synaptic transmission by maintaining extracellular homeostasis [Parpura and Haydon 2009]. As a result, astrocytes are critical to promoting neuronal survival in the context of neuroinflammation [Saijo et al. 2009] and hypoxia [Vangeison and Rempe 2009], among others [Allaman et al. 2011]. Although controversial, many groups have also argued that astrocytes, like neurons, actively engage in information processing [Agulhon et al. 2010; Hamilton and Attwell 2010]. A corollary to this is the idea that astrocytes may participate in synaptic plasticity in regions such as the hypothalamus and the hippocampus [Araque and Navarrete 2010].

In the adult CNS, astrocytes are also known to serve a number of regional functions. For example, in the SVZ, a germinial region of the adult brain, astrocyte-like cells that express GFAP serve as stem/progenitor cells that give rise to adult-born neurons in the olfactory bulb of rodents [Ihrie and Alvarez-Buylla 2008]. As part of the glia limitans, the region of the brain that separates cerebrospinal fluid from the extravascular space, astrocytes are crucial components of the blood–brain barrier [BBB] [Wolburg et al. 2009]. Bergmann glia of the cerebellum and Muller glia in the retina may also serve region-specific functions in guiding cell migration during development [Reichenbach et al. 2010].

The function of radial glia and astrocyte precursors during embryonic development

What would a developmental perspective on astrocyte function look like? First, it is important to clarify that astrocytes at different stages of embryonic and postnatal development are morphologically, and probably functionally, different. Although specific markers for the different stages of astrocytogenesis are not available, we can speculate that astrogenesis progresses through at least four stages: a radial glial progenitor, a proliferating intermediate progenitor, a maturing postnatal astrocyte, and an adult astrocyte. The first glial cells—radial glia—serve crucial roles in brain development from the earliest stages of development by both serving as neural progenitors and providing the scaffolds along which newborn neurons migrate tangentially [Rakic 2007; Rowitch and Kriegstein 2010]. Following the cessation of neurogenesis during mid-gestation, radial glia become gliogenic and give rise to proliferating astrocyte and oligodendrocyte precursors.

Due to the relatively recent identification of early stage markers such as Aldh1L1, the function of immature astrocytes during late embryogenesis has not been studied. Some possible functions include guiding ongoing neuronal migrations via the secretion of extracellular matrix proteins or signaling molecules and regulating dendritic and axonal growth. Multiples studies have found that mutant astrocytes vary modify dendritic outgrowth of hippocampal neurons in culture [Ballas
et al. 2009; Jacobs and Doering 2010). In addition, thrombospondins (TSPs), best known for their roles in promoting synaptogenesis, also promote neurite outgrowth in some developmental contexts (Arber and Caroni 1995) and axonal sprouting after injury (Liauw et al. 2008). A more detailed exploration of how immature astrocytes affect the early stages of dendritic growth in vivo would require a better understanding of genes that affect astrocyte function without affecting total astrocyte number and the ability to delete those genes in astrocytes [Fig. 3].

**Maturing astrocytes promote synaptogenesis in developing postnatal brains**

As discussed above, early postnatal astrocytes are actively extending processes and refining functional territories. Additionally, as recent research has demonstrated, they are also actively promoting synapse formation. The protracted postnatal maturation of the mammalian nervous system is a balance between synaptogenesis and synapse stabilization/elimination (Pfrieger 2009). In a series of studies from the Barres laboratory (Pfrieger and Barres 1997; Ullian et al. 2001), it was first demonstrated that purified retinal ganglion cells make many more synapses when cocultured with astrocytes, even in the absence of direct contact, which suggested the presence of a secreted molecule from astrocytes that promotes neuronal synapse formation. Similar effects were found in cultured spinal motor neurons (Ullian et al. 2004).

The Barres laboratory (Christopherson et al. 2005; Eroglu et al. 2009) identified the proteins involved as TSPs, a group of matricellular proteins that are expressed in astrocytes of the developing but not mature brain, and TSP1/2-deficient mice were shown to have reduced numbers of synapses in vivo. Further work identified the neuronal TSP receptor involved, which is also a receptor for the anti-epileptic and analgesic gabapentin (Eroglu et al. 2009). Other molecules that may also be involved in astrocyte-induced synaptogenesis include cholesterol, integrins, ephrins, and others (for review, see Pfrieger 2009). Most recently, astrocyte-secreted proteins Hevin and Sparc were shown to influence excitatory CNS synaptogenesis both in vitro and in the superior colliculus in vivo—Hevin by promoting synaptogenesis, and spar by specifically inhibiting hevin function (Kucukdereli et al. 2011). Despite the critical role of TSPs in promoting synaptogenesis, additional signals are likely required for synapse maturation, as TSP-induced synapses are...

Figure 3. Astrocyte morphology and function changes across developmental time. Neuroepithelial cells give rise to radial glia, which generate first neurons, and then become glial-committed, giving rise to precursors that proliferate and diversify into fibrous and protoplasmic astrocytes, which then go through a protracted stage of postnatal maturation. Astrocyte precursors at these different stages of maturation serve well-established stage-specific roles in assisting myelination and synaptogenesis and may also influence other functions, such as neuronal migration, pruning, and so forth. Well-established adult roles for astrocytes, including supporting neuronal survival and homeostasis, likely develop in parallel.
ultrastructurally normal but postsynaptically silent. Allen et al. [2011] have taken a biochemical approach to identify two closely homologous glypicans—glypican-4 and glypican-6—as astrocyte-secreted proteins that are sufficient to increase AMPA glutamate receptor levels on synapses, thus inducing postsynaptic function.

**Other possible developmental functions of astrocytes**

**Synapse stabilization and elimination** The formation of stable synapses is a dynamic process in which synaptic connections are made and eliminated in an activity-dependent manner [Luo and O'Leary 2005]. Notably, excessive synapse elimination in the prefrontal cortex has been proposed as a possible pathophysiological mechanism in schizophrenia [Keshavan et al. 1994; Insel 2010]. Studies in Drosophila have clearly demonstrated a role for glia in neuronal engulfment during the pruning of Drosophila mushroom body neurons during metamorphosis (Awasaki et al. 2006, 2011) and in the Drosophila neuromuscular junction [Fuentes-Medel et al. 2009]. Homologous proteins expressed by glia mediate a similar process in mouse embryonic dorsal root ganglia [Wu et al. 2009]. In the mammalian reticulogeniculate system, it has been demonstrated that the classical complement cascade mediates synapse elimination. Purified retinal ganglion cells in contact with astrocytes greatly increase secretion of C1q, the initiating protein in the complement cascade, suggesting that astrocytes may be involved in this process (Stevens et al. 2007), although other glial cells, particularly microglia, which also highly express C1q, are likely to play a significant role.

**Myelination** Myelination is a critical feature of postnatal brain development and maturation. The close temporal relationship between the development of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes raises the question of whether astrocytes may play a role in assisting myelination. Furthermore, a leukodystrophy clearly caused by astrocyte dysfunction—Alexander's disease—emphasizes the idea that astrocyte development and normal white matter function are likely closely correlated [see below]. In fact, studies of myelination in culture suggest that astrocytes may play a role by helping to align oligodendrocyte processes with axons [Meyer-Franke 1999] and that they promote myelination in response to electrical impulses by an ATP- and LIF-dependent mechanism [Ishibashi et al. 2006]. Although they are not directly involved in myelination, they may increase the rate of myelin wrapping, as demonstrated in an in vitro coculture system [Watkins et al. 2008].

**Maintenance of the BBB** In the adult brain, astrocytic endfeet form a sheathing network around the brain vascularity known as the glia limitans, which, together with pericytes and endothelial cells, form a barrier to the passage of molecules, ions, and cells from the bloodstream into the brain parenchyma: the BBB. It is known that in this context, astrocytes play an important role in the regulation of cerebral blood flow [Takano et al. 2006, Attwell et al. 2010] as well as in regulating BBB permeability from the bloodstream into the brain parenchyma. Defects in the BBB are involved in many adult disease states, including neurodegenerative and neuroinflammatory diseases [Zlokovic 2008].

In culture, astrocytes induce formation of the BBB [Janzer and Raff 1987]. However, in vivo, a relatively functional BBB is present by E15, before large numbers of astrocytes have been generated [Daneman et al. 2010]. In addition, BBB formation is compromised in pericyte-deficient mouse models [Armulik et al. 2010, Daneman et al. 2010]. Thus, while at least two groups have demonstrated a requirement for pericytes in BBB formation, the role of astrocytes in this process is still unclear. In addition, much remains to be learned about how astrocytes might modulate BBB development during late embryogenesis and after birth [Quaegebeur et al. 2011]. Given the close coupling between astrocytes and neurons that forms the neurovascular unit in adulthood [Allaman et al. 2011], it is likely that its development must also be tightly regulated in order to coordinate developing cerebral vascular supply to neuronal demand.

**Outstanding questions and future approaches**

The sections above highlighted the role of maturing astrocytes in myelination and neural circuit formation. It is increasingly clear that developing astrocytes serve unique roles and are molecularly distinct from their adult counterparts. For example, TSPs are expressed only in early postnatal astrocytes and become down-regulated by adulthood [Christopherson et al. 2005]. The various roles proposed for astrocytes also suggest that there may be regional functional heterogeneity between brain regions based on local requirements for synaptogenesis, myelination, and other support functions. As discussed in “Emerging Concepts in Astrocyte Development: Specification and the Generation of Astrocyte Diversity,” the degree to which regional functional heterogeneity may be related to astrocyte developmental patterning is unknown.

How can this functional heterogeneity be further defined at the molecular level?

First, it involves prospective identification of astrocyte-specific yet regionally heterogeneous expression. This could be identified through interrogation of existing databases [e.g., the Allen Brain Atlas, enhancer trap studies (e.g., GENSAT), or discovery of developmental gene regulatory pathways specific for subsets of astrocytes. Second, whole-genome, proteome, and metabolomic approaches might distinguish functional subsets of astrocytes. Third, prospective isolation of region-specific astrocytes followed by coculture with neurons might suggest functionally diverse properties of astrocytes, including synaptogenesis, electrophysiological properties, myelination, and axon guidance.

A final question is whether region-specific roles for astrocytes can be applied to better understand the nature of human neurological and neurodegenerative diseases. For example, given the evidence for an astrogial role in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), which affects ventral
horn motor neurons, it would be interesting to determine whether astrocytes in the region of motor neurons might be specifically affected by disease-causing mutations. A more detailed discussion of emerging roles for astrocytes in neurodevelopmental diseases follows below.

**Astrocyte development and function in neurodevelopmental diseases**

A gliocentric approach to neuropsychiatric disease has the potential to revolutionize our understanding of disease pathogenesis and treatment. Indeed, detailed analyses of neurodevelopmental diseases with known genetic lesions [and their corresponding mouse models] are beginning to reveal that astrocyte dysfunction during development results in disease pathology. These include Rett syndrome, fragile X mental retardation, Alexander's disease, and others. A common finding of many of these studies is that astrocyte dysfunction has profound non-cell-autonomous effects on surrounding neurons; thus, understanding the mechanisms of astrocyte dysfunction will be critical to future therapeutic strategies.

**Rett syndrome**

Rett syndrome, an X-linked neurodevelopmental disorder, is caused by the loss of the transcriptional repressor methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2.) Clinical features of the disease include autism, respiratory abnormalities, cognitive impairment, loss and regression of early developmental milestones, and a decrease in brain weight and volume (Chahrour and Zoghbi 2007). Mice lacking the MeCP2 gene recapitulate many features of the human disease and suggest a critical window for MeCP2 function during postnatal development (Giacometti et al. 2007; Guy et al. 2007).

Early studies showed that expression of *Mecp2* in postmitotic neurons led to variable recovery from the cellular and behavioral phenotypes of *Mecp2* deficiency; these groups also failed to detect MeCP2 in glia (Chen et al. 2001; Luikenhuis et al. 2004). More recently, improved antibodies have detected its expression in multiple types of cultured glia, including GFAP-positive astrocytes, NG2-positive oligodendrocyte progenitor cells, and MBP-positive mature oligodendrocytes (Ballas et al. 2009; Zoghbi 2009). Furthermore, Ballas et al. (2009) found that wild-type hippocampal neurons cocultured with cortical astrocytes or conditioned medium from *Mecp2*-deficient mice had abnormally stunted dendrites, suggesting that *Mecp2*-deficient astrocytes may dominantly affect normal neuronal development. This is particularly relevant in the case of human Rett syndrome, where mosaic expression of the *Mecp2* gene means that 50% of neurons are initially healthy and may be damaged by secreted factors from mutant astrocytes.

A follow-up study found that conditional reactivation of MeCP2 only in GFAP-positive cells partially rescued defects in *Mecp2*-deficient mice, including behavioral measures (locomotor activity and respiratory patterns) and neuroanatomical parameters (neuronal soma diameter, hippocampal dendritic branching, and expression of the synaptic vesicle protein vGlut1) (Liou et al. 2011). Taken together, the evidence suggests that loss of MeCP2 function in astrocytes contributes to the developmental defects in neurons of Mecp2-deficient mice, with the caveat that the hGFAP promoter can affect some neurons (<5% in this study). Thus, it is difficult to entirely rule out a neuronal contribution to the rescue. This raises the important question of how astrocytic dysfunction may be involved in human Rett syndrome, with the potential for an even greater role given the increasing complexity of astrocytes from mice to humans (Oberheim et al. 2009).

**Fragile X mental retardation**

Fragile X syndrome, the most common cause of inherited mental retardation, is caused by mutation of *FMR1*. Patients show cognitive impairment, autistic features, attention deficits, increased rates of epilepsy, and motor abnormalities (Beckel-Mitchener and Greenough 2004). In humans, polyglutamine repeats in the FMR1 gene lead to loss of FMRP protein expression. In mice, knocking out FMR1 leads to a phenotype that recapitulates many of the clinical and cell-biological features of the disease, including abnormal dendritic spine development.

While many studies had detected expression of FMRP in neurons, more recent immunohistochemical studies demonstrate FMRP expression in developing astrocytes in vitro and possibly in vivo as well, although markers other than GFAP will be necessary to confirm such expression in vivo (Pacey and Doering 2007). Hippocampal neurons grown on FMR1-deficient astrocytes show abnormal dendritic morphology relative to those grown on wild-type astrocytes (Jacobs and Doering 2010), and the intrinsic dendritic defects of FMR1-deficient neurons are significantly rescued when these cells are grown on a monolayer of wild-type rather than FMR1-deficient astrocytes. FMR1-deficient astrocytes may also have some effect on synapse formation, at least in culture, although culture conditions also play a significant role in this system (Jacobs et al. 2010). Thus, both neuronal and astrocytic compartments may contribute to the measurable phenotypes in the FMR1 mutants. This raises the possibility that the in vivo defects in dendritic spine development are at least partly related to neuron–glia interactions during development.

**Alexander's disease**

Alexander's disease is currently the only known disease due to a mutation in an astrocyte-specific protein—GFAP. Clinically, it is characterized by macrocephaly, abnormal white matter, and developmental delay and is most commonly diagnosed in its infantile form, with onset before 2 yr of age (Quinlan et al. 2007). The cardinal pathologic finding of cytoplasmic GFAP aggregates in astrocytes led to the discovery that gain-of-function point mutations in GFAP are responsible for the disease (Quinlan et al. 2007). Understanding of the genetic basis of Alex-
A possible role for astrocytes in other genetic diseases with neurocognitive delay

Another broad category of human neurological disorders that may involve astrocytes are the “RASopathies.” These affect components of the Ras/MapK signaling pathway and include neurofibromatosis type 1 and Noonan, Leopard, CFC, and Costello syndromes. Clinical features across these disorders are variable, but frequently include varying degrees of neurocognitive delay (for review, see Tidyman and Rauen 2009). Studies in animal models suggest that signal dysregulation in these genetic diseases alters the timing of astrogliogenesis (Gauthier et al. 2007), raising the possibility that altered astrocyte development contributes to the underlying mental impairments. Another neurocognitive disorder that may also involve timing of astrocyte development is Down syndrome (Trisomy 21). Recent work has shown that human neural progenitors from Down syndrome patients show a gliogenic shift and corresponding decrease in neurogenesis (Lu et al. 2011). Although the data for astrocyte dysfunction in the aforementioned disorders are still preliminary, these studies raise the important possibility that defects affecting the earliest stages of astrogliogenesis could have profound impacts on the developing brain.

Autism

Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by varying degrees of impaired social interaction and communication, with boys being affected four times more commonly than girls. Although the molecular mechanisms of ASDs are poorly understood, models of autism pathology emphasize the idea that abnormal synapse development underlies many features of the disease and postulate abnormalities in excitatory–inhibitory balance (Rubenstein 2010). This conclusion is based in part on the finding that many of the genes associated with autism are involved in postnatal synaptogenesis (Walsh et al. 2008). In fact, it is notable that the same neurodevelopmental diseases that present with epilepsy are also commonly associated with ASDs, such that the strongest genetic association to autism yet known is mutations in FMR1 (Beckel-Mitchener and Greenough 2004). Taken together, the known roles for astrocytes in modulating normal synapse development postnatally and in vitro evidence of their role in fragile X pathogenesis suggest that a better understanding of astrocyte function or dysfunction in ASDs will shed light on pathogenesis and the development of new treatment strategies.

‘Adult-onset’ psychiatric diseases

Multiple studies have demonstrated changes in glial cell number or characteristics in the adult brains of patients with psychiatric disorders or in mouse models, including reductions in GFAP levels in prefrontal cortical and corticobulbar areas in a rat model of depression (Gosselin et al. 2009) and decreases in glial density in the amygdala in post-mortem samples of patients with depression (Altschuler et al. 2010). Consistent with these findings, loss of GFAP-positive cells in the adult rat prefrontal cortex by injection of a gliotoxin led to increased depressive-like behaviors (Banasr and Duman 2008). In schizophrenia, although changes in the expression level of GFAP are not consistently observed, one study found massive up-regulation of extracellular matrix proteins in the entorhinal cortex astrocytes of schizophrenic patients (Pantazopoulos et al. 2010), suggesting a disruption in astrocyte function.

Epilepsy

Much is known about the role of mature and reactive astrocytes in epileptogenesis via their effects on glutamate transport and release and their roles in buffering potassium and interstitial volume control (Wetherington et al. 2008; Benaroch 2009).

While astrocytic inclusions have been observed in some cases of pediatric epilepsy (Hazarati et al. 2008; Visanji et al. 2012), the possible developmental role of astrocytes in shaping a predisposition to epileptogenesis is unclear. However, not all genetic causes of developmental delay and decreased cognitive function predispose to epilepsy. It is notable that of those that do, including Rett syndrome, fragile X mental retardation, and tuberous sclerosis, two have been recently shown to have developmental defects in postnatal astrocyte function (Prince and Ring 2011). For example, 10%–20% of children with fragile X syndrome also have epilepsy (Hagerman and Stafstrom 2009), and up to 80% of cases of Rett syndrome have seizures (Jian et al. 2006).

It has been shown that astrocyte dysfunction in adult model systems is involved in abnormal neuronal excitability (Gomez-Gonzalo et al. 2010) and that inducing reactive astrocytosis leads to the formation of epileptic foci in the hippocampus (Ortinski et al. 2010). These findings, along with the recent discovery that astrocytes modulate postnatal synaptogenesis (“Astrocyte Function During Normal Development,” above), beg the question of whether abnormal astrocyte development could also alter the excitatory–inhibitory balance of the developing brain and predispose to epileptogenesis. Similar arguments apply to the study of autism, as described below.
While many of these disorders present in early adulthood and thus were not traditionally seen as diseases of neurodevelopment, recent evidence favors a developmental model of these diseases, particularly schizophrenia (Insel 2010). Schizophrenia is predominantly defined by the presence of psychosis (hallucinations and delusions), and multiple lines of evidence support the idea that cortical “dysconnectivity,” as a result of aberrant postnatal development, may be responsible for psychotic symptoms [Weinberger and Lipska 1995; Raedler et al. 1998]. Further attention to the roles of astrocytes is warranted, given their roles in postnatal synaptogenesis and myelination.

Although the literature on a neurodevelopmental hypothesis of depression is more recent, a leading model for how neurodevelopmental defects may lead to depressive phenotypes later in life involves the increased risk for depression following prenatal or early life stress. Given that gliogenesis is a major feature during this stage of brain development, it is not surprising that several mouse models of early stress find later defects in glial cell density. For example, maternal restraint during the glionic period of pregnancy (E13–E17) led to a reduction in postnatal glial cell density in the hippocampus of female mice and correlated with increased measures of anhedonia and cognitive performance (Behan et al. 2011). Similarly, early life stress in the form of postnatal deprivation led to reduced GFAP-positive astrocytes in regions of the brain associated with stress-related behavior, including the prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, amygdala, and certain hippocampal regions [Leventopoulos et al. 2007].

Finally, a recurrent theme in psychiatric diseases is the preferential dysfunction in specific brain regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, limbic system, and hippocampus. Many imaging studies have demonstrated volumetric changes in specific brain regions that could be related to glial cell loss or hypertrophy. Even more notable, non-invasive functional brain imaging techniques such as fMRI rely on measurements of neurovascular coupling (changes in blood flow to neurons), which occurs through astrocyte intermediates [Schummers et al. 2008; Petzold and Murthy 2011; Quaegebeur et al. 2011]. Thus, understanding the molecular and developmental basis for astrocyte regional heterogeneity could help elucidate why and how specific brain regions or circuits are affected in different psychiatric diseases.

Outstanding questions and future approaches

Understanding the role of astrocytes in human neurological and psychiatric diseases requires a comprehensive picture of how astrocytes develop and what roles they play in development. Conversely, human diseases could provide clues to subtle astrocyte functions during development that may take years to manifest clinically. One example is Huntington’s disease (HD), which may involve astrocyte dysfunction [Bradford et al. 2009] and is increasingly thought to have a neurodevelopmental component that precedes the onset of clinical symptoms [Mehler and Gokhan 2000]. HD and other astrocyte-related neurodegenerative diseases, including ALS, demonstrate that astrocyte dysfunction can have non-cell-autonomous effects on surrounding tissues [Lobsiger and Cleveland 2007].

With regards to psychiatric diseases, it will be important to understand how astrocytes modulate synaptic development and function in the circuits that mediate cognition, affect, and social function. An equally challenging question is whether gene–environment developmental interactions might be regulated at the level of astrocyte function. Progress on these questions will require advances in our understanding of the genetic underpinnings of psychiatric and neurological disease and will call for new animal disease models that reflect gene–environment interactions and developmental processes.

Recent work has shown the feasibility of deriving functional astrocytes from embryonic stem cells and from reprogrammed induced pluripotent stem cells [Gupta et al. 2011; Krencik et al. 2011]. Importantly, the in vitro differentiation process follows in vivo developmental stages in which stem cell-derived neuroepithelial cells transition from a multipotent neural progenitor into a more restricted astroglial progenitor over time. This technology allows for an accessible human cellular system for studies of neurodevelopment. Use of patient-derived astrocytes will be important to the study of many neurological and psychiatric disorders that involve astrocyte function, both those for which the genetic lesions are well understood (Rett, fragile X, and the “RASopathies”) and those that are less well defined (schizophrenia and autism). Another advantage of stem cell culture is that patterning molecules can be added during the neuroepithelial stage to specify progenitors to regionally distinct pools [Fig. 4], mimicking the in vivo patterning described above in a controlled environment. This allows for the generation of various astrocyte subtypes to study intrinsic markers of human astrocyte diversity and may provide functionally specific astrocytes for studying region-specific diseases, e.g., midbrain astrocytes in the case of Parkinson’s disease or ventral–spinal astrocytes in ALS.

Ultimately, new developments in understanding glial-based diseases must incorporate a more sophisticated understanding of glial development and incorporate new tools to study astrocyte function. Future astrocyte-based therapies will require understanding the mechanisms of astrocyte dysfunction in disease. These tools will emerge from a better understanding of astrocyte specification, patterning, regional and temporal heterogeneity, and function. Understanding not only where and why but also when things go wrong will be critical to future glial-based therapeutics. Furthermore, the concepts discussed in this review, as applied to neurodevelopmental disorders, will provide a wealth of new tools for the investigation of neurodegenerative disorders of adults. It is increasingly clear that a comprehensive understanding of diseases of neurodevelopment as well as those of the mature brain will require a sophisticated knowledge of the ubiquitous astrocyte.
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Note added in proof

Since this manuscript was submitted, two new studies have been published further elucidating the cellular and molecular mechanisms controlling astrocyte population expansion (Ge et al. 2012; Tien et al. 2012).
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Astrocytes and disease: a neurodevelopmental perspective
Anna V. Molofsky, Robert Krencik, Erik M. Ullian, Hui-hsin Tsai, Benjamin Deneen, William D. Richardson, Ben A. Barres, and David H. Rowitch

In this article, Robert Krencik’s name was misspelled and Erik M. Ullian’s middle initial was missing. The corrected list of the authors’ names appears above.
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In the cover caption for the June 15, 2012, issue, the third sentence should read as noted below. This change is reflected in the online cover caption for the issue.

The β1 integrin-positive melanoma cell surface is seen in the center of the image [large, red], with smaller shed microvesicles [red] around the cell.